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Abstract

Modeling of the pellet ablation cloud evolution with account of the $B induced drift motion is performed. The

model includes acceleration in the low-field-side direction, Alfven conductivity of the background plasma, compensa-

tion of $B currents in different parts of the cloud during its propagation along the magnetic field, cloud heating, expan-
sion and ionization and simulation of the pellet ablation rate in a self-consistent manner. The time evolution of density

and temperature profiles and the mass deposition after the pellet injection are calculated. The size of neutral part of the

cloud, the characteristic values of cloud density and temperature far from the pellet and the fuelling efficiency are in a

reasonable agreement with those observed in experiments on ASDEX-Upgrade tokamak.
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1. Introduction

Pellet injection is considered as the most prospective

way of refueling future tokamaks and stellarators. The

rise of the density after the pellet injection affects both

fusion power and confinement regime. The pellet in-

jected into the plasma evaporates rapidly producing a

neutral gas around it, which moves together with the

pellet with its velocity Vp. The neutral cloud expands

mainly spherically, while after the ionization it propa-

gates along the magnetic field lines and drifts towards

the low field side (LFS) direction in the self-consistent

electric field [1]. This drift is suggested to be responsible
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for the higher fueling efficiency (which is defined as a

ratio of total plasma electrons increment after the pellet

injection to the number of atoms in the pellet) for high

field side (HFS) injection in comparison with the injec-

tion from the LFS [2]. This fact was observed by Lang

et al. [3] on the ASDEX-Upgrade, Baylor et al. on

DIII-D [4] and confirmed for other tokamaks. Measure-

ments of cloud density, temperature and drift velocity

were performed by Müller [5].

Until now a full simulation of cloud pattern with ac-

count of ~E �~B drifts has been absent. Presented below
are the first results of such a simulation obtained by

means of LLPD code, which contains drift effects. This

code is a modification of LLP code [6], which originally

was used for the simulation of pellet ablation in a toka-

mak. The pellet cloud parameters and the fuelling

efficiency computed by the new LLPD code are in a

reasonable agreement with that measured on
ed.
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ASDEX-Upgrade [3,5]. The obtained results might be

used for the optimization of the pellet injection schemes

in the future experiments.
2. Model

The present model takes into account all relevant ef-

fects, which influence the process of plasma cloud evolu-

tion, such as neutral and ionized gas expansion,

ionization, magnetic confinement, collision energy trans-

fer, radiation losses. The presence of a self-generated

electrostatic field in the cloud and the electrostatic

sheath at the cold cloud–hot plasma interface is also

taken into account. The particle and energy flux deple-

tion of hot background particles in the shielding cloud

due to collision interaction with the cold particles is

determined by the stopping length calculations applied

to both electrons and ions. The model includes calcula-

tion of the energy transport (both convective and con-

ductive) in the direction normal to the magnetic field.

For a given set of background plasma and pellet param-

eters and a magnetic flux surface topology, this ap-

proach allows determination of the cloud evolution

and the ablation rate history in a self-consistent manner.

In the traditional model, the pellet is shifted from flux

tube to flux tube, the latter being defined by the local

ionization radius, and kept stationary in a given flux

tube for the local residence time given by sres = 2ri/Vp,
where ri is the local value of the ionization radius and

Vp is the pellet velocity.

In the inhomogeneous magnetic field due to cloud

polarization the electric field is formed inside the abla-

tion cloud, which causes the drift of the ablating materi-

als in a direction opposite to $B. As a result the ablated
material after fast mass averaging processes is shifted

significantly with respect to the flux surfaces, where the

pellet ablation took place. In [1,4] it was demonstrated

that this shift was mainly determined by the acceleration

of a cloud in the low field side direction and the reduc-

tion of the cloud polarization due to the Alfven wave

propagation in the ambient plasma along the magnetic

field lines.

To define the drift velocity VD towards the LFS

direction the following current balance equation inte-

grated along the magnetic field lines was derived with

an assumption of almost constant ablation rate (see [1]

and references therein)
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(x-axis directed outward the torus, i.e. opposite to the

direction of $B). Here N ¼
Rþ1
�1 nIdz is the density of

the ablatant ions integrated along the magnetic field
lines, Te and TI are the cloud electron and ion temper-

atures, R is the tokamak major radius. RA ¼ 1
B
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is

a so-called Alfven conductivity, n0 and m0 are the den-

sity and the ion mass of the ambient plasma, Lc is the

cloud length along the magnetic field. Function ~aðLcÞ
was introduced to model how the $B induced current in-
side the cloud vanishes while the cloud expands along B.

The value of ~a depends on the longitudinal temperature
and density profiles inside the cloud and poloidal com-

ponent of the magnetic field.

The l.h.s. of Eq. (1) is the polarization current inside

the cloud, the last term in the r.h.s. is the vertical $B cur-
rent and the first term in the r.h.s. is the polarization cur-

rent of the Alfven wave in the ambient plasma. Far from

the pellet the drift velocity becomes large enough, while

the coordinate derivative in the l.h.s. becomes negligible.

Thus the value of the drift velocity there comes from

equating two terms in the r.h.s. of Eq. (1).

After a poloidal turn of p radians due to expansion
along ~B, the $B induced current is cancelled, and the

motion in the x direction comes to a full stop according

to the balance between the l.h.s. and the first term in the

r.h.s. (see [1] for the details). Note that the drift does not

affect the neutral gas near the pellet, and it is taken into

account in Eq. (1).

In the present paper the results of the numerical mod-

eling of the pellet cloud structure by means of the LLPD

code are presented. In this code the cloud expansion

equations coming from the LLP code [6] are extended

in order to include the drift motion of the ionized cloud

according to Eq. (1). This important effect allows the

new code to calculate in a self-consistent manner not

only an ablation rate and time evolution of all important

pellet cloud parameters along and across the magnetic

field but also the final mass displacement of the ablating

material and thus the fueling efficiency.

The initial MHD equations together with the drift

motion equation (1) are solved in the slab geometry.

The transverse heat conduction coefficient is chosen to

be vanom = 1m
2/s. The Lagrangian coordinate system is

used to model the pellet cloud expansion along and

across the magnetic field. A pellet with known radius

rp is assumed to be injected into the certain poloidal

cross-section of the tokamak with the velocity Vp not

changing in time. The magnetic field lines are straight

and directed along the z-axis. The y-axis is directed ver-

tically. The background plasma density and temperature

profiles along the pellet path as well as the shape of mag-

netic flux surfaces are assumed to be known.

To model the effect of spatial variation in the $B-in-
duced current, a cloud length Lc was defined as the z

coordinate of the last physical cell and function ~aðLcÞ
in Eq. (1) was chosen in such a way that

~aðLcÞ ¼
Lc, Lc < pR,

0, Lc > pR:

�
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3. Results of the simulations

Calculations were made for the plasma and pellet

parameters corresponding to ASDEX-Upgrade shot

#9684, which is a typical LFS injection scenario for

modern tokamaks. (B = 2.5T, central temperature

and density are n0 = 3.7 Æ 10
19m�3, T0 = 3.6keV, Ip = 1

MA, PNBI = 5.53MW, last close surface position is at

r = 41.96cm) The pellet characteristics were rp = 1.2mm,

Vp = 560m/s.

Results of the simulation show that an ablation rate

(2.2 · 1024 s�1) and the corresponding penetration depth
obtained by means of the new code correspond to the

predictions of NGS scaling and to the experimentally

observed values [8]. This fact confirms the conclusion

made in [7] that in the case of LFS pellet injection sce-

narios the impact of the $B-induced drift on the abla-
tion rate of the pellet is rather modest.

In Fig. 1(a)–(c) the obtained density, temperature

and ionization degree profiles are presented. The time in-

stant corresponds to the maximum in the ablation rate.

One can see the cigar-shaped dense cloud elongated

along the magnetic field lines with the transverse size
Fig. 1. (a) Density distribution at the moment of the ablation rate ma

pellet trajectory, which for the LFS shot corresponds to minor radius.

Temperature distribution at the moment of the ablation rate maxim

ablation rate maximum.
of about 1cm and longitudinal size of about (15–20)

cm (double side). These values coincide well with the

ionization radius li and the length equal to 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
liR

p
,

respectively. It is also demonstrated that the particle

shift in the pellet wake starts at the distance 	
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
liR

p
from

the pellet, which was predicted in [7]. Results of the sim-

ulations show that the size of the neutral cloud formed

around the ablating pellet corresponds to the experimen-

tally observed value (of the order of several cm) whereas

in the previous version of the code without drift (LLP)

this value was unreasonably large (see [7]). Thus one

can conclude that the new pellet-drift code can qualita-

tively reproduce the most important characteristics of

the pellet cloud.

In Fig. 1(a) arrows show the directions of particle

fluxes. Since the neutral particles surrounding the pellet

don�t drift (don�t move across the magnetic field), a
pressure hollow appears just behind the pellet. Conse-

quently, the particle flux is directed first from the pellet

along the magnetic field (driven by the pressure gradi-

ent), then across the magnetic field (due to drift), and

then some fraction of the particles are returned back

to the cloud axis (z = 0).
ximum. Pellet is moving to the left, s is the coordinate along the

Arrows show the direction of particle fluxes near the pellet. (b)

um. (c) Ionization degree distribution at the moment of the
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Fig. 4. Effect of an ambient plasma cooling. Shown are the

temperature profiles before (solid line) and after the pellet
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The cloud temperature at the moment of maximum

ablation rate remains rather low, about 2eV. Corre-

sponding ionization degree is about 40%. Full ionization

and cloud temperatures above 5eV occur a distance of

about 5cm behind the pellet. The neutrals are ionized

at a distance of about 2cm behind the pellet, however

their density in this region is an order of magnitude

smaller than that near the pellet. These typical values

of density and temperature in the pellet wake (see Fig.

1) qualitatively correspond to those measured by Müller

[5].

The drift velocity VD, calculated according to Eq. (1),

is shown in Fig. 2. The value of VD also of the order of

that measured by Müller [5].

The calculated density rise (mass deposition) after the

pellet injection is demonstrated in Fig. 3 with a dotted
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Fig. 2. Drift velocity at the moment of ablation rate maximum.
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Fig. 3. Density rise after the pellet injection. Dotted line –

including the drift, solid line – under the assumption that

particles are deposited at the place of ablation (i.e. without

drift).

injection (dash line). Dotted line represents an ambient plasma

density before the pellet injection.
line. For comparison solid line shows the same value ob-

tained under the assumption that ablated particles don�t
drift from the place of ablation. The value of the fuelling

efficiency calculated on the base of simulation results

(12.9%) is in reasonable agreement with one reported

by Lang [3] for LFS injection scenarios in ASDEX-Up-

grade (10–15%).

The calculated effect of background plasma cooling is

shown in Fig. 4. One can see that the temperature drop

is rather modest, at least at the time just after the density

redistribution (500ls after the pellet injection). The
explanation of this fact could be relatively low number

of particles to be heated.

Simulation results demonstrate that the $B induced

drift strongly affects the process of the pellet cloud mo-

tion and the mass deposition after the pellet injection.
4. Conclusions

The new code (LLPD) is developed to model the

cloud pattern in the presence of ~E �~B drift. Numerical
simulation of the pellet ablation and following ablated

material redistribution is performed by means of the

new code. Calculation results have confirmed the earlier

prediction that the $B induced drift strongly affects the
structure of the cloud and mass deposition profile, while

its impact on the ablation rate is rather modest. It is dem-

onstrated that the code can reproduce with acceptable

accuracy the ablation rate profile and the penetration

depth. It is shown that the pellet cloud structure obtained

in the simulation is in reasonable agreement with that

reported in the experiments on LFS pellet ablation

scenarios in the ASDEX-Upgrade tokamak. The fueling

efficiency computed on the base of the numerical results

is in the same range as in the experiment.
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